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Andreas Vogel and Sandi Paucic visit India at the invitation of the Kochi Biennale
Foundation. Fifteen young curators from the Student's Biennale will be mentored by them
across Delhi and Bangalore for an exhibition that will run parallel to the KochiMuziris
Biennale 2016.
Sabine Himmelsbach, Director of the House of Electronic Arts Basel speaks at the Srishti
Colloquium on Data Cultures. Artistic Practise in a Datadriven Society. The presentation
will focus on works from the field of media arts that reflect life in a world increasingly
controlled by data and that raise questions on the societal, political, cultural and social
effects brought about by a data driven society.
Pro Helvetia New Delhi will continue in its endeavour to facilitate this information
exchange to enable not just development of skills and competencies, but to further
collaborations and partnerships.
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Sabine Himmelsbach, Director HeK invited for Srishti Colloquium
Sabine Himmelsbach, director of the House of Electronic Arts Basel
will deliver a talk at Srishti School of Art and Design's Srishti Colloquium.
Sabine is dedicated to topics related to media art and digital culture. More

Gregory Stauffer presents 'Walking' in Delhi and Dhaka
'Walking', a sitespecific act is a solo performance by Swiss performer and
choreographer Gregory Stauffer. Walking suggests that an individual's
environment, mind and body are connected to form a musical chord. More

Students' Biennale | KochiMuziris Biennale 2016
Swiss specialists invited for The Student's Biennale, which is part of the
Kochi Biennale's educational initiatives that seeks to extend and strengthen
art educational practices and infrastructure. More

Sreejata Roy's public art project at Kunsthalle Zürich's The
Playground Project
Sreejata Roy's communityrelated project, The Park is part of Kunsthalle
Zürich's exhibition The Playground Project. The exhibition is accompanied
by a comprehensive catalog with contributions by Sreejata, amongst
others. More

Draft presents R and R in Mumbai
R and R is part of Draft, a yearlong project anchored in nine interdisciplinary
collaboratives which collectively considers how contemporary art can
produce, provoke and contribute to critical public debates. More

'Le Corbusier – Mastering the image' travels to Mumbai
On the occasion of the 50th death anniversary of Le Corbusier and the
Year of Swiss Innovation in India, the Embassy of Switzerland in India
brings the exhibition Le Corbusier  Mastering the image to Mumbai. More

Visit our website: www.prohelvetia.in
Join Pro Helvetia New Delhi on Facebook for regular updates.
Follow us on Twitter at @PHND_swiss_arts
Read the latest edition of the cultural magazine Passages: www.prohelvetia.ch/passages/en
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